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Abstract—Quadratic unconstrained binary optimization
(QUBO) is a typical combinatorial optimization problem with
widespread applications in science, engineering, and business.
As QUBO problems are usually NP-hard, conventional QUBO
algorithms are very time-consuming for solving large-scale
QUBO problems. In this paper, we present a collaborative
neurodynamic optimization algorithm for QUBO. In the
proposed algorithm, multiple discrete Hopfield networks,
Boltzmann machines, or their variants are employed for
scattered searches, and a particle swarm optimization rule is
used to re-initialize neuronal states repeatedly toward global
optima. With extensive experimental results on four classic
combinatorial optimization problems, we demonstrate the
efficacy and potency of the algorithm against several prevailing
exact and meta-heuristic algorithms.

Index Terms—Quadratic unconstrained binary optimization,
combinatorial optimization, discrete Hopfield network,
collaborative neurodynamic optimization, Boltzmann machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO)
problems, also known as unconstrained binary quadratic
programs, are a major class of combinatorial optimization
problems, most of which are NP-hard [1]. QUBO problems
appear in a variety of application areas, such as quantum
computing [2], [1], graph-cut optimization [3], [4], [5],
video segmentation [6], visual recognition [7], data hashing
[8], human tracking [9], vehicle routing [10], network flow
optimization [11], material composition optimization [12],
magnet array optimization [13], model predictive control [14],
unit commitment [15], power network reconfiguration [16],
scientific computing [17].

Existing QUBO solution methods can be classified as exact
methods, approximate methods, heuristic and meta-heuristic
methods, and hardware-based methods. Specifically, exact
methods include branch and cut methods [18], branch and
bound methods [19], mixed-integer quadratic programming
solvers [20], etc. Approximation methods include max-flow
approaches [21], quadratic convex reformulation methods
[22], Lagrangian relaxation approaches [23], semidefinite
programming methods [24], physics-inspired graph neural
networks [25], mean-field approximation [26], stochastic
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neighborhood search algorithms [27], etc. In the view that
exact algorithms are time-consuming or ineffective for large-
scale optimization, they may be unable to obtain satisfactory
solutions in given short periods of time. In addition, because
of their approximation nature, the approximate methods
cannot guarantee solution optimality or even feasibility.
Heuristic and meta-heuristic methods include conditional
simulated annealing [28], tabu search methods [29], local
search heuristics [30], Markov chain search [31], evolutionary
algorithms [32], recurrent neural networks [33], [34],
quantum-inspired heuristic solver [35], deep reinforcement
learning [36], etc. Hardware-based methods are based mainly
on the D-Wave Quantum Annealer and Fujitsu’s Digital
Annealer; e.g., [5], [37], [14], [38], etc.

In his seminal papers, John Hopfield points out that
recurrent neural networks can collectively serve as powerful
computational models [39]. Specifically, the Hopfield networks
are developed for linear programming and combinatorial
optimization [40]. Since then, numerous neurodynamic
optimization models are developed [41] for linear and
nonlinear programming [42], [43], non-smooth optimization
[44], [45], generalized convex optimization [46], minimax
optimization [47], distributed optimization [48], [49], bi-level
optimization [50], combinatorial optimization [51], [33], [52],
and sparse optimization [53].

As an individual neurodynamic model is prone to be trapped
in local minima, a hybrid intelligence framework called
collaborative neurodynamic optimization (CNO) is developed
for solving global optimization problems [54]. In the CNO
approach, multiple neurodynamic models are leveraged for
scattered searches, and a metaheuristic rule is used for the
re-initialization of the neurodynamic models upon their local
convergence. It is proven to be almost surely convergent to
global optima of global optimization problems [54], [34]. In
addition, CNO approaches are extended for multi-objective
optimization [49], combinatorial optimization [34], and mixed-
integer optimization [55].

In this paper, we propose a QUBO algorithm in the
CNO framework (called CNO-QUBO). The CNO-QUBO
algorithm employs multiple discrete Hopfield networks, or
Boltzmann machines for scattered searches and re-initializes
the neuronal states using a particle swarm optimization rule.
We demonstrate the almost-sure global convergence of the
proposed algorithm and its superior performance against
several prevailing exact and meta-heuristic algorithms in
terms of accuracy and precision with respect to optimal
solutions. The salient features of the CNO-QUBO algorithm
are summarized as follows.
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i. CNO-QUBO is able to handle a variety of constrained
quadratic binary problems by reformulating them as
QUBO problems via the penalization of constraint
violation.

ii. CNO-QUBO leverages the stochastic optimization
capability of Boltzmann machines for scattered searches
and the gradient-free updating feature of a particle swarm
optimization rule to reposition the neuronal searches away
from local minima.

iii. CNO-QUBO is experimentally demonstrated to
outperform several prevailing exact and metaheuristic
algorithms in terms of solution quality and consistency.

The remaining parts of the paper are structured as
follows. In Section II, the preliminaries about neurodynamic
optimization are introduced. In Section III, the problem
formulation and reformulation are described. In Section IV, the
proposed CNO approach to QUBO is described. In Section V,
experimental results for solving four classic combinatorial
problems are elaborated. In Section VI, concluding remarks
are given.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we provide background knowledge about
neurodynamic optimization to facilitate the understanding of
the results.

A. Neurodynamic Optimization

1) Discrete Hopfield Network: The discrete Hopfield
network (DHN) exemplifies a recurrent neural network
characterized by its binary or bipolar states and hard-limiter
activation function [56]. Let W denote the neuron connection
weight matrix, and θ denote the neuron bias vector. DHN
operates in discrete time as follows:{

u(t) = Wx(t)− θ,

x(t+ 1) = σ(u(t)),
(1)

where u(t) is the net-input vector at the t-th iteration, x(t)
is the neuronal state vector at the t-th iteration, and σ(·) is a
vector-valued hard-limiter activation function to determine the
state of the (t + 1)-th iteration based on the net input. The
activation function is defined element-wise as:

σ(ui) =

{
0 if ui(t) ≤ 0,

1 if ui(t) > 0;

meaning that the state is reset to zero if the net input is
nonpositive or set to one otherwise.

As proved in [56], the global stability of DHN (1) is ensured
at an equilibrium state x̄ (i.e., limt→∞ x(t) = x̄) under the
following conditions: the symmetry of the weight matrix (i.e.,
W = WT ), the zero diagonal elements of the weight matrix
(i.e., wii = 0, ∀i), and asynchronous activation (i.e., only one
neuron is activated at a time, rather than all at the same time).

It is demonstrated in [56] that the DHN is globally
convergent to a local minimum of the following combinatorial
optimization problem:

min − 1

2
xTWx+ θTx,

s.t. x ∈ {0, 1}n. (2)

It is worth noting that the states of the DHN are determined
solely by the sign of the negative gradient of the objective
function in (2) without being influenced by any historical
effect.

If W in (2) is not symmetric, an equivalent approach is to
replace it with (W + WT )/2. In the view that the binary
variables have x2

i = xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, a linear term
diag(w11, . . . , wnn)x is added to realize the zero diagonal
elements of W .

Activating the DHN asynchronously entails a prolonged
time for its convergence. For W with some special properties,
synchronous activation in batches may expedite convergence.
Specifically, several methods are developed to activate
neuronal states synchronously in batches; e.g., [57], [58], [59],
[60]. For example, the DHN is still convergent to a local
minimum if the neurons without any direct connections are
activated synchronously in batches [60].

A DHN with a momentum term (DHNm) is introduced [61]
with the following neurodynamic equation:{

u(t) = u(t− 1) +Wx(t)− θ,

x(t+ 1) = σ(u(t)).
(3)

DHNm (3) takes historical effects into account and enriches
its dynamic behaviors by including the momentum term
u(t − 1). It has been demonstrated that the synchronously
activated neuronal states of DHNm (3) are convergent to a
local optimum of (2) [62], [63].

2) Boltzmann Machine: The Boltzmann machine (BM)
[64] is a stochastic version of DHN based on simulated
annealing [65] for minimizing (2). Different from the DHN,
the activation in the BM is carried out according to probability:

p(xi(t+ 1) = 1) =
1

1 + exp(−ui(t)
T )

,

p(xi(t+ 1) = 0) = 1− p(xi(t+ 1) = 1),

(4)

where T is the temperature parameter. T decrease gradually
over time following a cooling schedule [66] defined as follows:

T (t) = T0α
t, (5)

where T0 denotes the initial temperature parameter and α
denotes a cooling rate parameter in the range of (0, 1). It
is known that if T is sufficiently large, and the cooling
schedule is sufficiently long, BM is demonstrated almost
surely convergent to global optima [67], [68].

In analogy to DHNm (3), a BM with a momentum term
(BMm) [69] is expressed as:

u(t) = u(t) +Wx(t)− θ,

p(xi(t+ 1) = 1) =
1

1 + exp(−ui(t)
T )

,

p(xi(t+ 1) = 0) = 1− p(xi(t+ 1) = 1).

(6)
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B. Collaborative Neurodynamic Optimization

A CNO approach consists of two levels: In the lower level,
multiple neurodynamic optimization models are employed for
scattered searches. Various recurrent neural may be used. In
the existing CNO paradigms, projection neural networks [70],
[71], [72] and discrete Hopfield networks (1) [73], [74], [75]
are often used. In the higher level, a gradient-free rule is used
for state initialization. Various rules in existing metaheuristic
algorithms may be used, e.g., the particle swarm optimization
algorithm [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [69], shuffled frog
leaping algorithm [76], [77], the compressed coding scheme
[78], or others [79], [80]. The particle swarm optimization rule
is used in almost all of the CNO algorithms to reposition the
initial states of the neurodynamic models. Among various PSO
rules, the von Neumann topology stands out as an effective
and well-studied variant [81]. In this topology, particles
are organized in a grid-like structure, forming a lattice of
interconnected neighborhoods. Let p∗i denote the best position
found by the i-th particle individually, pi denote the position
vector of the i-th particle, l∗i denote the best neighbor of the
i-th particle on all four sides of the two-dimensional lattice,
and N denote the number of particles. The velocity vi and the
position pi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , N , are updated as follows:

vi(t+ 1) = c0vi(t) + c1r1(p
∗
i (t)− pi(t))+

c2r2(l
∗
i (t)− pi(t)),

if (r3 < S(vid(t))), then pid(t) = 1, else pid(t) = 0,
(7)

where c0 is an inertia parameter, c1, c2 are two acceleration
constants, r1, r2, r3 ∈ [0, 1] are three random numbers, and
S(·) is a sigmoid limiting transformation.

The diversity of global search is non-negligible in global
and combinatorial optimization in the presence of convexity
in objective functions or solution spaces. A simple diversity
measure is defined as:

δ(x) =
1

Nn

N∑
i=1

∥pi − p∗∥2, (8)

where n is the dimension of solutions, and p∗ is the best
solution among the N solutions.

In the literature, many mutation operators are used to ensure
solution diversity. In particular, the following bit-flip mutation
operation is defined in [82]: if δ(x) < ϵ, then

xj =

{
¬xj if ξj ≤ Pmut,

xj otherwise ,
(9)

where ϵ is a threshold, x̄j is the negation of xj , ξj is a
randomly generated number in the range of [0, 1], and Pmut

is a mutation probability.
CNO works as a computationally intelligent optimizer in

a variety of applications, including vehicle-task assignment
[71], hash bit selection [74], model predictive control [83],
Boolean matrix factorization [84], binary matrix factorization
[75], portfolio selection [85], sparse signal reconstruction [86],
etc.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Numerous combinatorial optimization problems may be
reformulated in a QUBO form. Consider a constrained
quadratic binary optimization problem with a quadratic
pseudo-Boolean objective function and linear constraints in
the following form:

min xTQx+ qTx, (10a)
s.t. Ax = b, (10b)

Cx ≤ d, (10c)
x ∈ {0, 1}n. (10d)

where Q ∈n×n, q ∈ Rn, A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm, C ∈ Rp×n,
and d ∈ Rp.

The reformulation starts with defining a nonnegative penalty
function to satisfy the constraints, such that the penalty
function value is equal to zero for feasible solutions or it
is positive for infeasible solutions. Problem (10) may be
reformulated in a QUBO form by superposing a quadratic
penalty function into the objective function. If the penalty
function value decreases to zero, the augmented objective
function degenerates to the original objective function.

To handle equality constraints (10b), a quadratic penalty
term is defined below:

pc(x) =
1

2

m∑
i=1

( n∑
j=1

aijxj − bi
)2

=
1

2
∥Ax− b∥22. (11)

There are two common ways to convert inequality
constraints in (10c) to corresponding penalty terms: Some
common inequality constraints (e.g., x ≤ y) can be
directly formulated to corresponding penalty terms by using
some existing transformation techniques without adding slack
variables [87]. For example, the constraint x ≤ y can be
converted to the penalty term P (x−xy) [1]. General inequality
constraints can be converted to equalities by adding binary
slack variables weighted by a series of integral powers of 2.
As the left-hand side of each inequality constraint in (10c)
is always an integer, by introducing a binary slack variable
yik ∈ {0, 1} for constraint i with k = 0, ..., ⌊log2(di)⌋ to be
expanded as an integer to fill the gap. In addition to the above
ways, a penalty term for the inequality constraint in (10c) is
defined by using a rectified activation function [69]:

pb(x) =
1

2

p∑
l=1

(
max{0,

n∑
i=1

clixi − dl}
)2

. (12)

A penalty function p(x) and a penalized objective function
fρ(x) are defined by including the two quadratic penalty terms
in (11) and (12), and a positive penalty parameter ρ:

p(x) = pb(x) + pc(x), (13)
fρ(x) = f(x) + ρp(x). (14)

With (14), the original problem in (10) is reformulated as a
QUBO problem:

min
x

fρ(x), (15)

s.t. x ∈ {0, 1}n.
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It is well known that the optimal solution to (10) is the
same as that to (15), provided that the penalty parameter ρ
is sufficiently large [87]. It is worth pointing out that the
QUBO problem is quite similar to the Ising model that is an
archetypical Markov random field. The only difference lies in
their different discrete variables (i.e., {0, 1}n vs. {−1, 1}n),
and straightforward linear translations can convert between
them [88]. A Python library is available for formulating QUBO
and Ising models [89].

In view of the different parametric ranges of different
QUBO problems, to avoid numerical imbalance in
optimization, it is better to normalize the parameter
matrices and vectors in a given QUBO problem. In this
paper, we normalize the problem parameters as follows. Let
Qmax denote the maximal absolute value of the elements
in Q and 2qT , Âmax denotes the maximal absolute value
of the elements in ATA and 2AT b, and Ĉmax denotes the
maximal absolute value of the elements in CTC and 2CT d.
Q̄ = (Q + QT )/Qmax, q̄ = q/Qmax, Ā = ATA/Âmax, b̄ =
AT b/Âmax, C̄ = CTC/Ĉmax, and d̄ = CT d/Ĉmax. As a
result of the parameter normalization, the penalty parameter
ρ may be set in the order of 10’s.

IV. CNO-QUBO ALGORITHMS

A. Algorithm Description

In this section, we describe the CNO algorithm termed
CNO-QUBO for solving the normalized QUBO in (15). Fig. 1
shows a schematic diagram of the CNO-QUBO algorithm. As
shown in Fig. 1, CNO-QUBO is structured in two levels: a
lower level and an upper level. In the lower level, a population
of DHNs (1), DHNm’s (3), BMs (4), or BMm’s (6) with
different initial states are leveraged to carry out scattered
searches for optimal solutions. In the upper level, PSO rule (7)
is used for state reinitialization upon their local convergence
to reposition the scattered searches away from local optima at
more promising points.

Initial 
states

Optimal
solution

Multiple neurodynamic models

A particle swarm optimization rule with 
von‐Neumann topology

… …

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the CNO-QUBO algorithm.

Let CNO-QUBO/DHN, CNO-QUBO/DHNm, CNO-
QUBO/BM, and CNO-QUBO/BMm denote CNO-QUBO

with DHN, DHNm, BM, and BMm, respectively. Algorithm
1 details the CNO-QUBO/BMm algorithm. Specifically, steps
1 - 29 span the outer loop for global search, steps 2 - 14 are
the inner loop to perform scatter search by using the BMm’s,
steps 16 - 19 are to identify the best BMm in the population,
steps 22 - 24 are to update the states of BMm’s using the
PSO rule in (7), and steps 26 - 28 are to perform mutation
operation.

Algorithm 1: CNO-QUBO/BMm

Input: N , M , Initial states [x(1)(0), ..., x(N)(0)],
initial incremental vector [v(1)(0), ..., v(N)(0)],
individual/group best solutions x(i)/ x∗,
f̄ρ(x

(i)) = f̄ρ(x
∗) =∞, initial temperature T0,

mutation threshold ϵ, PSO parameters c0, c1
and c2.

Output: x∗.
1 while m ≤M do
2 for i = 1 to N do
3 T ← T0;
4 t← 0;
5 u(i)(0)← 2x(i)(0)− 1;
6 while τ ≤ p(x(i)(t+ 1) = 1) ≤

1− τ ∧ sign(u(i)(t)) ̸= sign(Wx(i)(t)− θ) do
7 T ← T0α

t;
8 Update x(i)(t+ 1) according to (6) with

u(i)(t+ 1) and T ;
9 t← t+ 1;

10 end
11 if fρ(x̄(i)) < fρ(x

(i)) then
12 x(i) ← x̄(i);
13 end
14 end
15 x̂ = argminx̂{fρ(x(1)), ..., fρ(x

(i)), ..., fρ(x
(N)};

16 if fρ(x̂) < fρ(x
∗) then

17 x∗ ← x̂;
18 m← 0;
19 else
20 m← m+ 1;
21 end
22 for i = 1 to N do
23 Update velocity and initial neuronal state

according to (7);
24 end
25 Compute δ(q) according to (8);
26 if δ(q) < ϵ then
27 Perform the bit-flip mutation according to (9);
28 end
29 end
30 return x∗.

Besides the BMm, the DHN in (1), the DHNm in (3), and
the BM in (4) may also be used in the CNO-QUBO algorithm.
Algorithm 2 provides the pseudocodes for clustering indirectly
connected neurons for partially synchronous activation in
batches based on the idea in [60]. Algorithm 3 details a
procedure of the batch-mode neuronal activation for the DHN
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Algorithm 2: Clustering DHN or BM neurons into
batches

Input: The DHN or BM connection weight matrix W ,
the number of neurons n.

Output: Batches of neurons B.
1 for i = 1 : n do
2 if i = 1 then
3 Add i to batch 1;
4 The number of batches ← 1
5 else
6 for ℓ = 1 : the number of batches do
7 FeasibleFlag ← 1;
8 for the element j in batch ℓ do
9 if weight wij ̸= 0 then

10 FeasibleFlag ← 0;
11 end
12 end
13 if FeasibleFlag= 1 then
14 Add i to batch ℓ;
15 AddFlag ← 1;
16 break
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 if AddFlag = 0 then
21 Add i to a new batch;
22 The number of batches ← The number of

batches + 1;
23 else
24 AddFlag ← 0;
25 end
26 end
27 return B.

and BM, where the batch index is randomly shuffled at Step 3
in every iteration to enhance the DHN or BM search diversity,
as in [74]. The CNO-QUBO algorithm with a population of
the DHNs and BMs (termed as CNO-QUBO/DHN and CNO-
QUBO/BM, respectively) can be implemented by replacing
Steps 3 - 8 in CNO-QUBO/BMm with Algorithms 2 and
3. The DHNm’s (termed as CNO-QUBO/DHNm) can be
implemented by deleting steps 3 and 7 and replacing BMm in
(6) in step 8 in CNO-QUBO/BMm with DHNm in (3).

In addition, the CNO-QUBO algorithm may be easily
extended for the Ising model by using the DHN and DHNm
with the bipolar hard-limiter activation function [56].

B. Inner-loop Termination Criteria

In the inner loop of the CNO-QUBO/DHN and CNO-
QUBO/BM algorithms (i.e., the execution of DHN and BM),
a termination criterion is to check whether the neuronal states
between two consecutive iterations become unchanged, as
implemented in Algorithm 3.

In the inner loop of the CNO-QUBO/DHNm and CNO-
QUBO/BMm algorithms (i.e., the execution of DHNm and
BMm), the following termination criteria are proposed to

Algorithm 3: DHN/BM activation in batches
Input: W , θ, batch index B.
Output: Equilibrium x̄ of DHN or BM.

1 while StableFlag = 1 do
2 StableFlag← 0
3 Shuffle the batch index
4 for i = 1 : the number of batches do
5 for the elements j in batch i do
6 for DHN do
7 uj ←

∑n
k=1 wjkxk − θj ;

8 if xj ̸= σ(uj) then
9 xj ← σ(uj);

10 StableFlag← 1;
11 end
12 end
13 for BM do
14 pj ← 1

1+exp(−∆Ei
T )

;

15 Generate a random number γ
16 if γ < pj then
17 if xj = 0 then
18 StableFlag← 1
19 end
20 xj ← 1;
21 else if γ > pj then
22 if xj = 1 then
23 StableFlag← 1
24 end
25 xj ← 0;
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 end
31 return x̄.

check the convergence of DHNm’s and the stochastic
convergence of BMm’s as follows: Let sign(·) ∈ {−1, 1} be a
sign operator. If sign(u(t)) = sign(Wx(t)− θ), then the sum
of u(t) and Wx(t)− θ have the same sign as u(t); i.e.,

sign(u(t)) = sign(u(t) +Wx(t)− θ).

In view of σ(u) = (sign(u) + 1)/2,

sign(u(t)) + 1

2
=

sign(u(t) +Wx(t)− θ) + 1

2
,

σ(u(t)) = σ(u(t) +Wx(t)− θ). (16)

In DHNm’s, as in (3),

x(t+ 1) = σ(u(t+ 1)) = σ(u(t) +Wx(t)− θ). (17)

Substituting (16) into (17), we have x(t+ 1) = σ(u(t)) =
x(t). Therefore, if sign(u(t)) = sign(Wx(t)− θ), then
DHNm converges.

In BMm’s, for a given small constant τ , if p(x(t + 1) =
1) < τ or p(x(t+ 1) = 1) > 1− τ, then as in (6),

x(t+ 1) ≈ σ(u(t+ 1)) = σ(u(t) +Wx(t)− θ). (18)
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Substituting (16) into (18), we have x(t+ 1) ≈ σ(u(t)) =
x(t). Therefore, if (p(x(t + 1) = 1) < τ ∨ p(x(t + 1) =
1) > 1 − τ) and sign(u(t)) = sign(Wx(t)− θ), then the
convergence takes place with probability 1− τ .

C. Hyper-Parameter Selection

In CNO-QUBO, there are two hyper-parameters: N (the
DHN, DHNm, BM, or BMm population size) and M
(the CNO-QUBO termination criterion in the outer loop).
Determining these two hyper-parameters is usually carried out
in an ad hoc manner, as their values depend on the complexity
of the problem. Generally, the sufficiently large values of N
and M result in fast and almost-sure convergence of CNO-
QUBO to global optima.

V. BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we elaborate on the results of experiments
on four test instances of four classic set-theoretic and
combinatorial optimization problems to substantiate the
efficacy and superiority of the CNO-QUBO algorithm.

In the PSO rule (7), c0 = 1 and c1 = c2 = 2. In
the BMm, τ = 0.001. For performance comparison, the
experimental results of the PSO algorithm with the same
parameters above and other baseline algorithms are tabulated
in the next subsection. The experimental environment is
Windows 10 (64-bit), Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-9700K CPU @
3.60GHz and 64.0GB RAM.

A. Set Partitioning Problem

The set partitioning problem (SPP) is to partition a set
of items into a number of subsets so that the total cost of
the partition is minimized. It is an NP-hard problem with
probably the most widespread applications [90]. SPP is usually
formulated as the following 0-1 linear program:

min
x

n∑
j=1

cjxj ,

s.t.
n∑

j=1

aijxj = 1, i = 1, ...,m,

xj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, ..., n,

where m is the number of items, n is the number of possible
subsets, xj indicates whether or not subset j is chosen, cj
is the cost coefficient associated with subset j, and aij is a
binary indicator with its value being one if subset j contains
item i or zero otherwise.

Consider an SPP instance with m = 30, n = 100, and
cost coefficients cjs and binary indicators aijs are randomly
generated in [0, 600] and {0, 1}, respectively. To ensure the
existence of feasible solutions, the sparsity of aijs is kept at
90%.

Fig. 2(a) depicts two snapshots of f(x) in (10a) and
p(x) in (13) using an individual BMm in the inner loop of
CNO-QUBO/BMm (Steps 6-10). It shows that the objective
function reaches equilibrium within 25 iterations, and the
penalty function value decreases to zero, demonstrating BMm
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Fig. 2. Snapshots of objective function value of (10a) and penalty function
value of (13) in CNO-QUBO/BMm.

converges to a feasible solution. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the
convergent behavior of CNO-QUBO/BMm with M = 8 and
N = 2. Figs. 4(a)-4(b) illustrate the boxplots of Monte Carlo
results on f(x) obtained by using CNO-QUBO/DHNm and
CNO-QUBO/BMm with various values of M and N for
solving the SPP. The top of the box denotes the upper quartile
qn(0.75), which is the median of the upper half of the result.
The bottom of the box denotes the lower quartile qn(0.25),
which is the median of the lower half of the result. The
whiskers denote the highest result value and lowest result
value. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) show that the objective function
values always reach their minima in all 100 runs if M ≥ 6
and N ≥ 8 by using CNO/DHNm, and M ≥ 8 and N ≥ 2
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Fig. 3. The convergent behavior of CNO-QUBO/BMm.

by using CNO/BMm.

B. Maximum Diversity Problem

The maximum diversity problem is to select a subset of m
elements from n elements that yield the sum of the distances
between the chosen elements maximized. MDP is formulated
as follows [91]:

max
x

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

dijxixj ,

s.t.
n∑

i=1

xi = m,

xi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, ..., n,

where dij is the distance between i and j, and xi = 1
if element i is selected: else, xi = 0. For dataset SOM-
b 5 n200 m20 [91], the optimal objective function value is
1247.

Fig. 2(b) depicts two snapshots of f(x) in (10a) and
p(x) in (13) using an individual BMm in the inner loop of

CNO-QUBO/BMm (Steps 6-10). It shows that the objective
function reaches equilibrium within 300 iterations, and the
penalty function value decreases to zero, demonstrating BMm
converges to a feasible solution. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the
convergent behavior of CNO-QUBO/BMm with M = 500
and N = 1000. Figs. 4(c)-4(d) illustrate the boxplots of Monte
Carlo results on f(x) obtained by using CNO-QUBO/DHNm
and CNO-QUBO/BMm with various values of M and N
for solving the MDP. Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) show that the
objective function values always reach their minima in all 100
runs if M ≥ 500 and N ≥ 1500 by using CNO/DHNm, and
M ≥ 500 and N ≥ 1000 by using CNO/BMm.

C. Quadratic Knapsack Problem

The quadratic knapsack problem (QKP) is to find a subset
of items that yields the maximum total value of the items
without exceeding given resource capacities.
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Fig. 4. Monte Carlo results obtained by using the CNO-QUBO/DHNm and CNO-QUBO/BMm.
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QKP is formulated as follows [92]:

max
x

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

dijxixj +

n∑
i=1

qixi,

s.t.
n∑

j=1

wjxj ≤ c,

xj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, ..., n,

where n is the number of items, dij is the gain achieved if
both item i and j are selected, qi is the gain achieved if item
i is selected, wj is the resource requirement of item j, c is
knapsack capacity and xj = 1 if item j is chosen: else, xj = 0.
In particular, for a QKP instance, r 300 25 1, with n = 300
[92], the optimal objective function value is 291401.

Fig. 2(c) depicts two snapshots of f(x) in (10a) and
p(x) in (13) using an individual BMm in the inner loop of
CNO-QUBO/BMm (Steps 6-10). It shows that the objective
function reaches equilibrium within 50 iterations, and the
penalty function value decreases to zero, demonstrating BMm
converges to a feasible solution. Fig. 3(c) illustrates the
convergent behavior of CNO-QUBO/BMm with M = 300
and N = 800. Figs. 4(e)-4(f) illustrate the boxplots of Monte
Carlo results on f(x) obtained by using CNO-QUBO/DHNm
and CNO-QUBO/BMm with various values of M and N
for solving the QKP. Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f) show that the
objective function values always reach their minima in all
runs if M ≥ 300 and N ≥ 1000 by using CNO/DHNm,
and M ≥ 300 and N ≥ 800 by using CNO/BMm.

D. Quadratic Assignment Problem

The quadratic assignment problem (QAP) is a prototypical
combinatorial optimization problem including many problems
as its special cases, such as the traveling salesman problem
and graph matching [93], [94]. It seeks to find the optimal
assignments of pairs such that the total cost associated with
the assignments is minimized [95]:

min

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

n∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

fikdjlxijxkl,

s.t.
n∑

i=1

xij = 1, j = 1, ..., n,

n∑
j=1

xij = 1, i = 1, ..., n,

xij ∈ {0, 1}, i, j = 1, ..., n,

where fik is the flow of material or information between
facilities i and k, djl is the distance between facilities j and
l in the context of logistics.

In this paper, the experiment is conducted on dataset had18
[95]. The optimal objective function value is 53582.

Fig. 2(d) depicts two snapshots of f(x) in (10a) and
p(x) in (13) using an individual BMm in the inner loop of
CNO-QUBO/BMm (Steps 6-10). It shows that the objective

1http://cedric.cnam.fr/∼soutif/QKP/N300D25.txt
2https://www.opt.math.tugraz.at/qaplib/inst.html

function reaches equilibrium within 100 iterations, and the
penalty function value decreases to zero, demonstrating BMm
converges to a feasible solution. Fig. 3(d) illustrates the
convergent behavior of CNO-QUBO/BMm with M = 300
and N = 300. Figs. 4(g)-4(h) illustrate the boxplots of Monte
Carlo results on f(x) obtained by using CNO-QUBO/DHNm
and CNO-QUBO/BMm with various values of M and N
for solving the QAP. Fig. 4(g) and Fig. 4(h) show that the
objective function values always reach their minima in all
runs if M ≥ 200 and N ≥ 400 by using CNO/DHNm, and
M ≥ 300 and N ≥ 300 by using CNO/BMm.

E. Performance Comparisons

In this subsection, for comparison, we summarize the
experimental results of the CNO-QUBO algorithm with the
DHNs, DHNm’s, BMs, and BMm’s for solving the four classic
problems presented in the preceding subsections, along with
several state-of-the-art exact and meta-heuristic algorithms
such as MINLP, CPLEX, greedy randomized adaptive search
procedure (GRASP) [98], tabu search (TS) [29], simulated
annealing (SA) [28], genetic algorithm (GA) [97], PSO
algorithm [102], iterative greedy algorithm (IG) [99], ant
colony optimization [105] and grey wolf optimizer (GWO)
[106]. The sixth and seventh column boxes in Table I record
the averaged results over 100 runs in terms of the best, worst,
mean, and standard deviation of objective function values, the
total number of iterations in the population, and CPU time in
seconds on a PC in the MATLAB environment. In the CNO-
QUBO/DHN algorithm and CNO-QUBO/BM algorithm, the
numbers of batches for partially synchronous activations in
the four problem instances are 19, 200, 300, and 324.

As shown in Table I, CNO-QUBO/DHNm and
CNO-QUBO/BMm outperform CNO-QUBO/DHN,
CNOQUBO/BM, and other baseline algorithms in terms of
time efficiency as well as solution quality and consistency. In
particular, only CNO-QUBO/DHNm and CNO-QUBO/BMm
can reach global optima with zero standard deviation across all
four benchmark problems, indicating the highest quality and
consistency. In addition, it is shown that CNO-QUBO/DHNm
is faster than most of the baselines in terms of the average
number of iterations and the average CPU time. Note that
the average numbers of iterations of CNO-QUBO/DHNm are
much smaller than those of CNO-QUBO/DHN, owing to the
fully synchronous activation in CNO-QUBO/DHNm instead
of partially synchronous activation in CNO-QUBO/DHN.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, the collaborative neurodynamic algorithm
is proposed for solving QUBO problems. The almost-sure
convergence to global optima property inherited in the CNO
approach is demonstrated experimentally. Experimental results
of four well-known benchmark problems are elaborated to
substantiate the efficacy and superiority of CNO-QUBO
against several prevailing exact and meta-heuristic algorithms.
The superior performance of CNO-QUBO is owing to the
use of multiple Boltzmann machines with momentums for
scattered searches assisted by the particle swarm optimization
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TABLE I
AVERAGE RESULTS OF THE CNO-QUBO ALGORITHM AND SEVERAL BASELINES IN TERMS OF THE BEST/WORST OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUES, MEAN

VALUES, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS, AND CPU TIME (SECONDS) AT EACH RUN FOR THE FOUR PROBLEM INSTANCES, WHERE
GUROBI STANDS FOR GUROBI OPTIMIZER, CPLEX-DS FOR CPLEX DYNAMIC SEARCH, TS FOR THE TABU SEARCH ALGORITHM, GA FOR THE GENETIC
ALGORITHM, CNTS FOR THE CONSTRAINED NEIGHBORHOOD TABU SEARCH ALGORITHM, MA FOR THE HYBRID METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHM, GRASP
FOR THE GREEDY RANDOMIZED ADAPTIVE SEARCH PROCEDURE ALGORITHM, IG FOR THE ITERATED GREEDY ALGORITHM, ACO FOR THE ANT COLONY
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM, HAS FOR THE HARMONY SEARCH ALGORITHM, SA FOR THE SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM, GWO FOR THE GREY

WOLF OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM, CNO/DHN FOR CNO-QUBO/DHN, CNO/DHNM FOR CNO-QUBO/DHNM, THE BEST RESULTS ARE BOLDFACED,
/ INDICATES “NOT APPLICABLE”, — INDICATES “NOT AVAILABLE”, †INDICATES THE PRESCRIBED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.

problem dimension # of solutions optimal value ρ algorithm N M best/worst mean ± std # of iterations CPU time

SPP 100 1.27× 1030 1573 5

Gurobi / / 1573/1573 1573.00 ± 0.00 — 3.66
CPLEX/DS / / 1573/1573 1573.00 ± 0.00 — 9.94

TS [29] / / 3528/8053 5427.37 ± 961.85 10000.00† 10.66
GA SPP [96] 8 / 1573/3935 2078.78 ± 661.69 5498.96 4.72

CNO/DHN 8 6 1573/4922 3159.16 ± 815.81 843.62 0.04
CNO/BM 8 6 1573/4130 2782.68 ± 800.48 2327.12 0.07

CNO/DHNm 8 6 1573/1573 1573.00 ± 0.00 1138.48 0.02
CNO/BMm 8 6 1573/1573 1573.00 ± 0.00 586.86 0.02

MDP 200 1.61× 1060 1247 40

Gurobi / / — — — —
TS [29] / / 1241/1179 1214.16 ± 15.35 2000000.00† 1490.98

CNTS MDP [91] / / 1161/1034 1102.24 ± 32.88 7000000.00† 297.62
GA MDP [97] 1500 / 1082/1040 1062.88 ± 8.99 1500000.00† 1965.04
MA MDP [91] 1500 500 1225/1183 1202.33 ± 10.67 225000000.00† 4107.12

CNO/DHN 1500 500 1247/1231 1242.44 ± 4.98 149944.00 1582.42
CNO/BM 1500 500 1247/1236 1242.48 ± 3.66 258112.00 5518.63

CNO/DHNm 1500 500 1247/1247 1247.00 ± 0.00 86682.96 253.05
CNO/BMm 1500 500 1247/1247 1247.00 ± 0.00 51616.41 273.45

QKP 300 2.04× 1090 29140 100

TS [29] / / 28608/25654 27346.84 ± 776.25 150000.00† 278.37
GRASP QKP [98] / / 15273/12879 13536.84 ± 473.34 1000000.00† 237.48

SA QKPa / / 27615/21553 24170.08 ± 1746.38 300000.00† 297.32
IG QKP [99] / / 13019/11004 11941.88 ± 499.52 1500000.00† 343.36

GA QKP [100] 1000 / 29140/28757 29020.83 ± 96.98 717728.25 255.96
ACO QKP [101] 1000 / 2392/1959 2105.24 ± 87.98 500000000.00† 246.28

PSO [102] 1000 300 28919/26404 27902.63 ± 534.35 792.17 0.47
CNO/DHN 1000 300 29140/29083 29137.72 ± 11.40 86628.00 110.39
CNO/BM 1000 300 29140/29075 29128.26 ± 22.46 148716.00 190.52

CNO/DHNm 1000 300 29140/29140 29140.00 ± 0.00 28334.32 172.43
CNO/BMm 1000 300 29140/29140 29140.00 ± 0.00 31423.21 230.43

QAP 324 3.42× 1097 5358 80

TS [29] / / 5690/6074 5893.62 ± 120.85 300000.00† 603.21
TS QAP [103] / / 5358/5400 5371.83 ± 11.15 1179873.92 328.49
SA QAP [104] / / 5358/5442 5387.54 ± 25.58 34948858.15 294.23

GA QAPb 400 / 5358/5400 5375.07 ± 14.52 2081482.67 212.43
GWO QAPb 400 / 5536/5694 5624.45 ± 44.62 16000000.00† 231.72

PSO [102] 400 200 5604/5758 5678.84 ± 36.86 80400.00 0.37
PSO QAPc 400 / 5388/5546 5464.88 ± 39.56 12000000.00† 260.34
CNO/DHN 400 200 5358/5358 5358.00 ± 0.00 155312.64 171.48
CNO/BM 400 200 5358/5358 5358.00 ± 0.00 166160.16 192.69

CNO/DHNm 400 200 5358/5358 5358.00 ± 0.00 24124.82 21.95
CNO/BMm 400 200 5358/5358 5358.00 ± 0.00 20180.92 34.58

a https://github.com/DaCasBe/Multiple-Quadratic-Knapsack-Problem-using-Population-based-Metaheuristics,
b https://github.com/zohrehraziei/QAP-Meta-heuristic-Algorithms,
c https://yarpiz.com/359/ypap104-quadratic-assignment-problem

rule for global repositioning. Further investigations may aim
at implementing the CNO-QUBO algorithm in a parallel
computing platform (e.g., CUDA), enhancing the robustness of
the CNO-QUBO algorithm to handle noisy data, customizing
the CNO-QUBO algorithm in specific application domains
(such as constrained clustering, vehicle routing, and crowd
tracking), and developing more efficient and versatile CNO-
based QUBO algorithms assisted via deep learning or
reinforcement learning.
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